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Abstract. We show that K-means and spectral clustering objective
functions can be written as a trace of quadratic forms. Instead of re-
laxation by eigenvectors, we propose a novel relaxation maintaining the
nonnegativity of the cluster indicators and thus give the cluster posterior
probabilities, therefore resolving cluster assignment difficulty in spectral
relaxation. We derive a multiplicative updating algorithm to solve the
nonnegative relaxation problem. The method is briefly extended to semi-
supervised classification and semi-supervised clustering.

1 Introduction

Data clustering is one of the essential tasks in unsupervised learning. One of
the most popular and efficient clustering methods is the K-means method which
uses prototypes (centroids) to represent clusters by optimizing the squared er-
ror function. Starting from an initial guess of centroids, K-means iteratively
improves the clustering in EM style algorithm to local minima.

In recent years spectral clustering emerges as a solid approach for data clus-
tering. Spectral clustering evolves from spectral graph partitioning and have
well-motivated clustering objective functions. In the spectral relaxation, the
continuous approximations of the discrete cluster indicators can be obtained
as eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix of the similarity graph (edge weights
as the pairwise similarity). Because eigenvector entries have both plus and mi-
nus signs, spectral clustering is most conveniently applied to 2-way clustering
problems using a single eigenvector. When applying to multi-way (K-way) clus-
tering, assigning cluster memberships becomes indirect: (1) the 2-way spectral
clustering is recursively applied or (2) an embedding to a space spanned by
eigenvectors is first done and some other methods, such as K-means [1] are then
used.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to solve the multi-way spec-
tral clustering problem. Instead of spectral relaxation of clustering indicators
we propose nonnegative relaxation of clustering indicators, i.e., maintaining the
nonnegativity of them. In this way, the original clustering indicators become
class (cluster) posterior probabilities. Besides resolving the cluster assignment
problem, this added interpretability is theoretically appealing.
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Our approach starts with a reformulation of K-means and kernel K-means
clusterings which allows the use of eigenvectors as cluster indicator vectors.
Spectral clustering objective function can be also reformulated as the maxi-
mization of quadratic forms. From there, instead of eigenvector relaxation, we
perform nonnegative relaxation.

Our nonnegative relaxation approach is inspired by the nonnegative matrix
factorization(NMF)[3,4,2]. We provide a systematic exposition of this approach
with illustrative examples and applications to internet newgroups data.

2 Kernel K-Means and Spectral Clustering

In this section, we show that K-means and Spectral clustering can be written as
minimization of a quadratic form.

K-means clustering is one of the most widely used clustering methods, with
many current extensions. It uses the centroids of clusters, to characterize the
data. The objective function is to minimize the sum of squared errors,

Jk =
K∑

k=1

∑

i∈Ck

||xi − mk||2, (1)

where X = (x1, · · · ,xn) is the data matrix and mk =
∑

i∈Ck
xi/nk is the cen-

troid of cluster Ck of nk points. Extension to kernel K-means is similarly defined.
There are 3 variants of spectral clustering objective functions. Here we focus

on the normalized cut[5]. The multi-way clustering objective function is

J =
∑

1≤p<q≤K

s(Cp, Cq)
ρ(Cp)

+
s(Cp, Cq)

ρ(Cq)
(2)

where s(Ck, C�) =
∑

i∈Ck

∑
j∈C�

wij , and ρ(Ck) =
∑

i∈Ck
di, di =

∑
j Wij .

Here we reformulate the K-means and normalized cut. The solution of clus-
tering is represented by K non-negative cluster membership indicator vectors:
H = (h1, · · · ,hK), where

hk = (0, · · · , 0,

nk︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, · · · , 1, 0, · · · , 0)T /n

1/2
k (3)

For example, the nonzero entries of h1 give data points belonging to the first
cluster. We have
Theorem 1. For K-means and Kernel K-means the clustering objective function
can be written as

max
HTH=I, H≥0

Jk = Tr(HT WH), (4)

where W = (wij); wij = xT
i xj for K-means and wij = φ(xi)Tφ(xj) for Kernel

K-means . For spectral clustering, the clustering objective function becomes
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max
HTDH=I, H≥0

Js = Tr(HT WH) (5)

where D = diag(d1, · · · , dn). Proofs are outlined in [2].
Theorem 1 shows that spectral clustering is almost identical to Kernel K-

means clustering: they maximize the same clustering objective function, the only
difference is at the orthogonality constraints of the cluster indicators H : H is
orthogonal for K-means , while H is D-orthogonal, i.e., HTDH = I, for spectral
clustering.

3 Spectral Relaxation

It is instructive to review the spectral relaxation (eigenvector solution) to K-
means and normalized cut, before we turn to the nonnegative relaxation. By
“relaxation” we mean that the discrete cluster indicators H are approximated
by continuous quantities. Spectral relaxation are obtained by relaxing (ignoring)
the nonnegative constraint H ≥ 0.

For K-means , the solution are given by eigenvectors of W : Whk =αkhk, k =
1 · · ·K. For Normalized Cut, the solution are given by Whk = αkDhk, which can
be rewritten as (D−W )hk = λkDhk, λk = 1−αk, giving the familiar eigenvector
equation for normalized cut. L = D − W is the Laplacian matrix of graph with
weight matrix W .

A difficulty in eigenvector relaxation is that the original H are nonnegative
while the eigenvectors solutions for H have many negative entries. This makes
it difficult to identify cluster members. This cluster assignment problem would
be much easier if entries of H are nonnegative. In that case, we may interprete
the i-th row of H as the posterior probability for the i-th object belonging to
each of the K clusters. This motivate us to consider the nonnegative relaxation
of the next section.

4 Nonnegative Lagrangian Relaxation (NLR)

We propose nonnegative Lagrangian relaxation of the quadratic form which en-
force the nonnegative constraint on H . With this, H can be interpreted as the
posterior probability. The cluster assignment problem is resolved trivially: at
convergence, we simply assign the i-th object to the cluster with the largest
posterior probability, i.e., the large entry of the i-th row of H . This is a major
advantage over eigenvector relaxation.

4.1 NLR for Kernel K-Means

We wish to optimize the quadratic form of Eq.(4) with both orthogonality and
nonnegative constraints. We follow the standard optimization theory and derive
the KKT conditions. To find the maxima, we introduce the Lagrangian function
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L = Tr HT WH −
∑

ij

αij(HT H − I)ij −
∑

ij

βijHij (6)

where the Lagrangian multipliers αij = αji are to enforce HT H = I, and the
Lagrangian multipliers βij enforce nonnegative constraints, Hij ≥ 0. The first
order KKT condition for local maxima is 0 = ∂L

∂Hik
= 2WH − 2Hα − β, and the

complementary slackness condition βikHik = 0, which leads to

(WH − Hα)ijHij = 0. (7)

This is a fixed point equation that the solution must satisfy at convergence.
From this, we obtain αii = (HT WH)ii; this gives the diagonal elements of α.
To obtain the off-diagonal elements of α, we ignore nonnegativity of H and
obtain α = HT WH . Thus the diagonal elements of the constraint HT WH = I
are vigorously enforced, while the off-diagonal elements of HT WH = I are
enforced at the level of ignoring nonnegativity of H . This slight relaxation of the
orthogonality of H have the benefits of soft clustering interpretation (see §4.3).

We derive an algorithm to compute the nonnegative relaxation and prove its
convergence. The algorithm has the style of NMF. Given an existing solution
or an inital guess, we iteratively improve the solution by updating the variables
with the following rule,

Hik ← Hik

√
(WH)ik

(Hα)ik
, α = HT WH. (8)

Clearly this updating rule satisfies the fixed point equation Eq.(7). The following
theorem assures its convergence to local maxima.

Theorem 2. Under the updating rule, the Lagrangian function L(H) =
TrHT WH − Trα(HT H − I) is monotonically increasing (non-decreasing),
L(H(0)) ≤ L(H(1)) ≤ · · · ≤ L(H(t)) ≤ · · · . Since L is bounded from above,
the convergence of this algorithm is thus established.
Proof. Outline of the proof is given in Appendix A.

4.2 NLR for Normalized Cut

Normalized Cut differs from K-means in the different orthogonality condition:
HT DH = I. The Lagrangian function becomes L = TrHT WH −Trα(HT DH −
I)−TrβT H. The fixed point equation is (WH−DHα)ikHik = 0. The Lagrangian
multipliers are given by α = HT WH. The multiplicative update rule is

Hik ← Hik

√
(WH)ik

(DHα)ik
, α = HT WH, (9)

under which the Lagrangian function is monotonically increasing (non-
decreasing).
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Fig. 1. Left: A 2D dataset of 38 data points. Right: Their H = (h1,h2) values are
shown as blue and red curves. H values for points in regions {C, E, D} indicate they
are fractionally assigned to clusters.

An illustrative example. We demonstrate NLR by a simple example. Fig.1
(left panel) shows a 2D example of 38 points. The similarity between xi,xj is
computed using Gaussian kernel Wij = exp(−||xi − xj ||2/2). The data has two
dominant clusters. We set k = 2 The resulting cluster indicators h1,h2 are shown
in Fig.1 (right panel).

If we do a hard clustering by assigning each data point xi to the cluster
c = arg maxk Hik, we get those points in regions (A, C, E) as one cluster,
and the points in regions (B, D) as another cluster. This can be see from
the figure ( points in C are x31, x32; points in E are x33, x34, x35; points in
D are x36, x37, x38; ) These results are identical to a K-means clustering re-
sults.

However, we see that the magnitudes of h1,h2 on points in C are very close
to each other. This indicates that a partial (soft) cluster assignment would be
more appropriate. Furthermore, the magnitude of h1,h2 on points in E, D are
even smaller, indicating they do not belong to either of the dominant clusters.
In fact, all points in C, E, D can be considered as outliers. In general, if

∑
k Hik

is far below the average value, we may consider xi as an outlier. This can be
rigorously quantified.

5 Nonnegative Relaxation of Bipartite Graph Clustering

The approach of §2 can be easily extended to bipartite graphs. A bipartite graph
is specified by a nonnegative rectangular matrix, its adjacency matrix B = (bij),
which can be equivalently viewed as a contingency table in statistics. We call
the two types nodes of the bipartite graph as row nodes and column nodes.
Bipartite graph clustering is equivalent to simultaneous clustering of rows and
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columns. Let F = (f1, · · · , fk) be the indicator matrix for row clustering, e.g.,
fk is the cluster indicator for the k-th row-cluster. fk has the same form of hk

as in Eq.(3). Analogously, we define the indicator matrix G = (g1, · · · ,gk) for
column clustering. We combine the row and column nodes together as W =(

0 B
BT 0

)
, hk = 1√

2

(
fk
gk

)
, H = 1√

2

(
F
G

)
where the factor 1/

√
2 allows the

simultaneous normalizations hT
khk = 1, fT

k fk = 1, and gT
kgk = 1. The Kernel

K-means clustering objective function becomes

max
F T F = I;
GT G = I;
F, G ≥ 0

Jkb =
1
2
Tr

(
F
G

)T (
0 B

BT 0

) (
F
G

)
= Tr(FT BG). (10)

To gain intuition about this objective function, we write Jkb =
∑

k
s(Rk,Ck)√
|Rk| |Ck|

where s(Rk, Ck) =
∑

i∈Rk

∑
j∈Ck

bij . The bipartite graph clustering objective
maximizes the within-cluster similarities s(R1, C1), · · · , s(RK, CK).

It can be shown that the Normalized Cut clustering objective function for
the bipartite graph[7] can be written as

max
F T DF = I;
GT DG = I;

F, G ≥ 0

Jsb = Tr (FT BG). (11)

5.1 Spectral Relaxation

If we ignore the nonnegativity constraints, the above problem of simultaneous
clustering of rows and columns can be solved by spectral relaxation. With the
same analysis as in §3, the solution of Jkb in Eq.(10) are given by the eigenvalue

equation Eq.(3), or explicitly as
(

0 B
BT 0

) (
fk
gk

)
= λk

(
fk
gk

)
The solutions

are given by singular value decomposition of B: fk are given by the principal
directions (eigenvectors of BBT ) and gk are given by the principal components
(eigenvectors of BTB).

For Normalized Cut, the solution of Jsb in Eq.(11) are given by
(

0 B
BT 0

)(
fk
gk

)

= λk

(
Dr

Dc

) (
fk
gk

)
, where the diagonal matrix Dr contains row sums of

B and Dc contains column sums of B. The solutions are fk = D
−1/2
r uk and

gk = D
−1/2
c vk, where uk and vk are given by SVD of D

−1/2
r BD

−1/2
c .

5.2 Nonnegative Relaxation

The nonnegative relaxation for bipartite graph clustering can be easily derived.
For example, for kernel K-means type clustering, the update rules are

Fik ← Fik

√
(BG)ik

(Fα)ik
, Gik ← Gik

√
(BT F )ik

(Gα)ik
, α =

FT BG + GBT F

2
. (12)
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5.3 Equivalence to Nonnegative Matrix Factorization

We demonstrate a close relationship between bipartite graph K-means cluster-
ing and nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF). We have the following:
Theorem 3. The simultaneous clustering of rows and columns using the K-
means clustering objective function is equivalent to the following NMF opti-
mization problem,

min
F T F = I;
GT G = I;
F, G ≥ 0

J2 = ||B − FGT ||2. (13)

Therefore, NMF provides yet another way to solve the bipartite graph kernel
K-means clustering problem. The update rules of NMF are

Fik ← Fik
(BG)ik

(FGT G)ik
, Gik ← Gik

(BT F )ik

(GFT F )ik
. (14)

They are quite similar to NLR update rule of Eq.(12).

6 Experiments on Internet Newsgroups

We perform experiments on the well-known 20-newsgroup Internet newsgroups
dataset. We use two sets of 5-newsgroup combinations:

A B
NG2: comp.graphics NG2: comp.graphics
NG9: rec.motorcycles NG3: comp.os.ms-windows
NG10: rec.sport.baseball NG8: rec.autos
NG15: sci.space NG13: sci.electronics
NG18: talk.politics.mideast NG19: talk.politics.misc

In Dataset A, clusters moderately overlap. In dataset B, clusters strongly over-
lap. To accumulate sufficient statistics, we generate 5 random datasets for each
5-newsgroup combinations: 100 documents were randomly sampled from each
newsgroup. K-means , NLR and NMF are applied to these 5 random sampled
datasets. The results for clustering accuracy using the known class labels are
listed in Table 1 for dataset A and B. Both NMF and NLR improve over K-
means substantially; NLR always gives better results than NMF.

dataset A dataset B
K-means NMF NLR K-means NMF NLR

0.748 0.864 0.876 0.531 0.612 0.620
0.790 0.904 0.916 0.491 0.590 0.606
0.815 0.886 0.912 0.576 0.608 0.642
0.862 0.886 0.902 0.632 0.652 0.654
0.873 0.883 0.884 0.697 0.711 0.734
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We have discussed the importance of the orthogonality of H with regard to clus-
tering. The normalized orthogonality, (HTH)nm = D−1/2(HTH)D−1/2, where
D = diag(HTH), are given below:

NLR:

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0.044 0.111 0.062 0.041
1 0.069 0.065 0.044

1 0.075 0.071
1 0.058

1

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦ NMF:

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0.107 0.189 0.130 0.126
1 0.063 0.088 0.114

1 0.078 0.097
1 0.095

1

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

One can see that off-diagonal elements are generally small. NLR has better
orthogonality than NMF.

7 Extensions to Semi-supervised Learning

The quadratic clustering of Theorem 1 can be extended to semi-supervised learn-
ing. (1) Let C contains information on partially labeled data and input paramter
ρ > 0, max Tr[HT WH+2ρCT H ] is identical to the semi-supervised classification
of Zhou et al. [8]. (2) In semi-supervised clustering, one performs clustering with
constraints[6]: must-link constraints (contained in A) and cannot-link constraints
(contained in B). A, B are symmetric matrices containing {0, 1}. Replacing W
by W + ρA− ρB in Eq.(4) is equivalent to constrained K-means clustering. The
advantage of this framework is the consistency of various learning taskes.
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Appendix A

Outline of proof of Theorem 2. We use the auxilliary function. A function
G(H, H̃) is called an auxiliary function of L if it is satisfies G(H, H) = L(H),
G(H, H̃) ≤ L(H)∀H, H̃. Define H(t+1) = arg maxH G(H, H(t)). By construc-
tion, we have L(H(t)) = G(H(t), H(t)) ≤ G(H(t+1), H(t)) ≤ L(H(t+1)). Thus
L(H(t)) is monotonic increasing. We can show that

G(H, H̃) =
∑

kij

WijH̃ikH̃jk(1 + log
HikHjk

H̃ikH̃jk

) −
∑

ik

(H̃α)ikH2
ik

H̃ik

is an auxiliary function of L. Setting ∂G(H, H̃)/∂Hik = 0 leads to H2
ik =

H̃2
ik(WH̃)ik/(H̃α)ik. Setting H(t+1) = H , H(t) = H̃ , we obtain Eq.(8). �–
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